Aryaman

Your joyful, positive and enthusiastic friend

There are two meanings to my name:
- Rays of the rising sun (reflecting positivity in my character)
- A good companion and friend (this truly defines me)
I’m proud of:

Tackling & solving all of my family problems
My greatest hobby

- Gym, Running, Sports
- Meditation, Yoga, Breath practices
I want to live a well rounded life

- Family, Personal growth, Health, Spirituality: Crushing it
- Career, Creative outlets: Working on it
- Social causes: Not on priority
My learning style and buddy

Accommodater

Diverger

Converger

Assimilator
Strengths and opportunities at work

Connecting & establishing relationships with people in the industry

Creativity
- Design, script writing, visualisation, story telling

Communication
- Ensuring everyone is on the same page. To the point communication

Opportunity

Strengths
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